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Abstract—We propose an improvement to the maximum
a posteriori probability weighted eigenwaveform (MAP-PWE)
adaptive waveform design used in target recognition with a
cognitive radar platform for which we call match-filtered PWE
(MF-PWE). Our interest however is to include moving targets
in the identification problem. Combining range-Doppler map
(RDM) technique with the the PWE-based adaptive waveform
techniques, we propose an integrated detection and identification
scheme for moving extended targets. Target detection perfor-
mance comparison between wideband, MAP-PWE, and MF-PWE
techniques are shown. It is noted the MF-PWE performs better
than the wideband and MAP-PWE.
Index Terms—waveform design, range resolution, ambiguity
function, eigenwaveform, cognitive radar
I. INTRODUCTION
For a traditional radar system where targets of interest are
very far in range, a good and common model is to assume
that the targets are point targets. Our interest, however, is
the extended target illuminated by eigenwaveform [1-3]. In
target identification, some works are performed through spatial
matched filter classifiers or using various radar signatures or
range profile where plenty of papers exist but we list some
examples [4-5]. In this paper, we investigate the identification
problem with an adaptive waveform technique via weighted
eigenwaveforms [6] and improve the probability updating
process for a target recognition problem from an ensemble of
possibilities. The PWE adaptive waveform scheme originally
stood for probability weighted energy since [6] considered
different ways to form SNR and MI waveforms. However,
since it’s been shown that eigenwaveform based waveforms
generally were the best performers in [6] for target recog-
nition problem, we will now appropriately refer to PWE as
probability weighted eigenwaveform technique. In the closed-
loop radar system in [6], the maximum a posteriori is used in
the receiver and as such we specifically refer to the MAP-
PWE. In this work, we propose a change in the receiver
processing that dictate the probability updates. We call the
new adaptive waveform scheme match-filtered probability
weighted eigenwaveform (MF-PWE) technique. Combining
range-Doppler map (RDM) technique with the the PWE-
based adaptive waveform techniques, we propose an integrated
detection and identification scheme for moving targets. Target
detection performance comparison between wideband, MAP-
PWE, and MF-PWE techniques are shown. It is noted the
MF-PWE performs better than the wideband and MAP-PWE.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly
summarize the theory of eigenwaveform and recall the PWE
adaptive waveform design scheme for target identification. A
modified probability weighted energy scheme is proposed. In
Section III, we combine the range Doppler map with MF-
PWE and propose an integrated detection and identification
scheme for moving target. We perform target recognition
simulations and compare the corresponding performances of
wideband, MAP-PWE, and MF-PWE with various number
of transmissions. Due to the adaptive waveform nature of
the PWE-based techniques, they perform better than a non-
adaptive wideband waveform. In Section IV, we present our
conclusion.
II. EIGENWAVEFORM AND PROBABILITY OF
IDENTIFICATION SCHEME
Our goal here is to produce an integrated target detection
and identification problem for moving extended target. By
weighting each eigenwaveform matched to individual hypoth-
esized target to form the transmit waveform, the actual target
is detected as well as identified. We start from non-moving
target detection problem and extend to integrated detection
and identification for a moving target.
A. Optimum Transmit Waveform for Extended Target and
Probability of Detection
For a given extended target, the optimum transmit waveform
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio was first designed in [1].
It can be shown that for a (discrete-time) transmit signal x
for target response h with s being the convolution of transmit
signal and target response, the largest peak after matched filter
is achieved by utilizing the eigenvector qmax (referred to as
eigenwaveform throughout the paper) corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue λmax from the autocorrelation matrix of tar-
get response as the transmit waveform. The target convolution
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In other words, given a target response, the highest peak
output out of the matched filter is the return that convolves
the eigenwaveform with the target response.
For any transmit waveform, the energy of s depends on
how well the transmit waveform matches the target response
autocorrelation matrix RH. The energy of s is given by
Es = x
HHHHx = xHRHx (1)
Thus, with the use of eigenwaveform, the maximum energy
of (1) is given by
Esmax = x
HRHx = qmax
Hλmaxqmax = λmaxEx. (2)
where Ex is the energy of transmit signal x.
B. Targets Identification with MAP-PWE
When classifying a target from multiple candidate targets,
[7] proposed an integration of adaptive waveform design with
a sequential hypothesis testing (SHT) to form a closed-loop
radar (i.e. cognitive radar). In [6], the MAP-PWE approach
to adaptive waveform design was first introduced with very
promising performance. Eigenwaveforms matched to the can-
didate targets are used along with probability weighting via
multiple hypothesis testing. In this paper, we propose an
improvement for MAP-PWE to even improve the performance
by modifying the weight updating algorithm.
Consider a target identification problem in which one of M
possible targets is present. Each target hypothesis is charac-
terized by its impulse response hj , j = 1, 2, ...M which are
assumed a priori. PWE is designed and implemented for non-
moving target identification problem in a cognitive fashion
where the weight of targets probabilities to form the transmit
waveform is updated via previous return under the constraint
of transmitted energy and number of transmission.
Assuming all targets are of length n and there is one target
present, the detection hypotheses are
H1 : y = x ∗ h1 +w = H1x+w
H2 : y = x ∗ h2 +w = H2x+w
..
HM : y = x ∗ hM +w = HMx+w
where theHj is the 2n-by-n convolution matrix of target j and
w is the complex-valued AWGN with variance σ2. Each time
the radar transmits a waveform x, a noise-corrupted version
of the reflected target echo is received as y.
The transmit signal is the combination of each unit energy
eigenvector qj each weighted by
√
wj where wj is the
probability update for the jth hypothesis from calculated from
















The weights wj are updated by the calculation of likelihood
of probability density function for each hypothesized target
from received signal. The fj|i(y) which is the probability of
jth hypothesis given ith target is a Gaussian distribution of
this form
fj|i(y) = β exp[−(y − sj)HC−1y (y − sj)]
= β exp[−(y − sj)HI(y − sj)]
= β exp[−yHy + yHsj + sjHy − sjHsj ]





is the constant in front of the Gaussian distribution. When a
waveform is transmitted and measurement is realized, we can
substitute y = Hix + w and sj = Hjx into (4), then the
generalized formula of likelihood for jth hypothesis given ith
target is
fj|i(x) = β exp[−xHHHi Hix−wHw
+ 2Re(xHHHj Hix+ x
HHHj w)− xHHHj Hjx]. (5)
The MAP-PWE scheme scales each likelihood fj|i(x) (such
that the sum of the probability updates equal 1) as the weight
to update next transmit waveform (3).
Given ith target is present, the first moment (mean) of
incorrect hypotheses (where i = j) is
E[fj|i(x)] = β exp[η+2Re(xHHHj Hix)−xHHHj Hjx] (6)
where
η = −xHHHi Hix−wHw
is a constant term for all j.
And when i = j, the first moment (mean) of correct
hypothesis becomes
E[fi|i(x)] = β exp[η + 2Re(xHHHi Hix)− xHHHi Hix]
= β exp[η + 2Re(xHHHi Hix)− xHHHi Hix] (7)
= β exp[η + xHHHi Hix] (8)
It is clear from (8) that the argument of correct hypothesis
(i = j) is greater than all incorrect hypotheses in (6) since the
positive term in (8) is a fully-correlated match (convolution
matrix HHi Hi) but (6) is burdened by a negative term which
involves cross-target correlation. Thus, the likelihood of cor-
rect hypothesis has higher value which leads to higher weight
of wi in next waveform formation. Therefore, the probability
updating procedure leads to likely identification until threshold
is met or at the end of desired number of transmissions.
PWE is a useful adaptive waveform formation scheme
for non-moving target identification in this closed-loop radar
platform. However, when comparing (6) and (7), the last
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terms cause undesirable effect of subtracting a higher value
in the correct hypothesis than in the incorrect hypotheses.
To illustrate this effect, consider the case when the updating
procedure finally homes in on the target present (after a few
iterations). In other words wi ≈ 1 and x ≈ qmax,i, the
last term of incorrect jth hypothesis in (6) is of small value
since x = qmax,i is not highly correlated to any target j
while correct ith hypothesis subtracts a maximum value of
λmax,iEx. The subtraction of this term in the most likely
hypothesis affects the identification performance.
On the other hand, consider the noise only scenario where
y = w and sj = Hjx. It can be shown from (4) that the first
moment of likelihood for all hypotheses fj(x) is
E[fj (x)] = β exp[−wHw − xHHHj Hjx]
= β exp[−wHw − xHRHjx]. (9)
Since x is the combination of all eigenwaveform with different
weight √wj , the jth maximum eigenvector qj dominates the
fj(x), that is
E[fj (x)]























= β exp[−Ew − Ex
E1
wjλj ] (10)
Thus, the probability weight updating procedure under noise
only scenario is biased (a function of target response matrix’s
eigenvalue) and the identification performance suffers from
the various eigenvalues in (10). In fact, the “biasing” effect
becomes worse when energy of s increases (i.e. when the
transmit energy of the PWE waveform is increased). To il-
lustrate this point, we perform Monte Carlo (MC) trials where
there are 4 target hypotheses where we assume an probability
initial probability of 0.25. Since there is not a target present,
we only receive noise in the measured signal and calculate the
4 probability updates. We perform 10000 MC trials in which
to average over. In Fig. 1a, we show the probability updates for
the four targets as a function of increasing transmission energy
using MAP-PWE. At low transmit energy, the average updated
probabilities remain at 0.25 which is obviously desired. Notice
however that as transmission energy is increased, the updated
probabilities diverge where one hypothesis seems to be favored
than others (which is clearly unwanted).
C. Targets Identification with MF-PWE
Here, we propose that instead of using the MAP, we try to
remove the biased terms in (4). In other words, we propose
fj|i(y) to be of the form
fj|i(y) = β exp[2Re(sHj y)]. (11)


















































Fig. 1. Mean of target probability updates versus transmission energy under
noise only scenario. (a)MAP-PWE. (b)MF-PWE.
where y = Hix+w and sj = Hjx into (11). In other words,
the likelihood for each hypothesis is calculated using only
a bank of matched filters where each filter corresponds to a
target hypothesis. Thus the mean of likelihood for the incorrect
hypotheses given ith target is given by




















The mean of the likelihood for the correct hypothesis proba-
bility (j = i) is




















Notice that the expression in (13) is dominated by
E[fi|i(x)] ≈ β exp[2Es
E1





It is clear that the argument inside incorrect hypotheses (12)
is not large since the target correlation matrices are not the
same (or not matched) while the correct hypothesis in (13)
with autocorrelation function RHi amounts to a large value.
In fact the dominant term is given by (14) where the maximum
eigenvalue of the correct target amplifies the term inside the
exponential. Both (12) and (13) do not contain bias terms
unlike (8) and (9). After several iterations when correct hy-
pothesis’s probability weight almost reaches one, the argument
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison: MAP-PWE and MF-PWE with one trans-
mission
inside the exponential (14) is approximately 2Esλi which
is significantly larger than the unmatched terms of incorrect
hypotheses in (12). With the use of MF-PWE for adaptive
waveform generation, the closed-radar fashion described in
[6] is slightly modified by this improved probability weighting
function.
For MF-PWE notice that under noise-only scenario, fj(x)
and its mean are
fj(x) = β exp[2Re(s
Hy)]
= β exp[2Re(xHHHj w)] (15)
and
E[fj(x)] = β exp[2Re(x
HHHj E[w])] = 0. (16)
Comparing (16) with (10) for noise-only scenario, it is obvious
that MF-PWE provides zero mean for all hypotheses. In
other words, the E[fj(x)] is not biased which yields update
probabilities that does not diverge from the initial probabilities
of 0.25 as evident in Fig. 1b. The corresponding result for
MF-PWE experiment is shown in Fig. 1b. Note that the mean
of the updated probabilities remain close to 0.25 even as the
transmit energy increases. Thus, the MF-PWE is an unbiased
update probability scheme where only the correct target can
make significant likelihood increase without the degrading bias
terms in (6) and (7). Moreover, the MF-PWE scheme reduces
the amount of calculation by simply using the matched filter
bank in (11).
Lastly, the MF-PWE has same finishing step as the proba-
bility update method of MAP-PWE via following
PK+1i = αwi(y1,y2,...., yk)P
0
i (17)
where PK+1i is the updated probability weight corresponding
to the ith hypothesis for the (K + 1)th transmission while α
ensures unity probability.
The performance comparison of MAP-PWE and MF-PWE
vs various number of transmissions is shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 via Monte Carlo simulations. When the number of












































Fig. 3. Performance comparison: MAP-PWE and MF-PWE with multiple
transmissions
transmissions is fixed, the hypothesis with the largest updated
probability weight is decided to be the correct hypothesis
(whether true or not). It is clear in Fig. 2 that MF-PWE has the
better identification performance than MAP-PWE even with
one transmission. In other words, the radar is not even closed-
loop. Both PWE-based adaptive waveforms performed better
than a non-adaptive wideband waveform.
In conclusion, MF-PWE performs better than MAP-PWE
and wideband waveform as a CR adaptive waveform in terms
of target identification. Moreover, it is more computationally
efficient than MAP-PWE.
III. INTEGRATED DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION
SCHEME FOR MOVING TARGETS
So far the MAP-PWE and MF-PWE closed-loop radar
adaptive waveform techniques are designed and implemented
to classify a static target (no Doppler spread). When moving
target is present, we can utilize multiple pulses and re-arrange
the return into a measurement matrix and utilize the Doppler
matched filter bank to measure a target’s delay (range) and
speed (Doppler spread) via the range-Doppler map (RDM).
Combining the RDM technique with MAP-PWE and MF-
PWE adaptive waveform design, it is our goal to propose
an integrated scheme for detection and identification for both
moving and non-moving targets.
A. Range Doppler Map
Range-Doppler map (RDM) is a mature technique for
range and Doppler detection of moving targets (usually point
targets). Here, our targets of interest have physical extent.
Nevertheless, a RDM extension is utilized and integrated
with the MAP-PWE/MF-PWE adaptive waveforms. Assume
L pulses are sent and that the return echo is received. Any
target present may be moving (or not moving) such that a
Doppler component is possible. After receiving the return, the
long sequence is carefully re-arranged so that each return from
every pulse is aligned according to same delay and stored
in a measurement matrix. By taking fast-Fourier transform
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(FFT) in Doppler direction, signal energy converges into
corresponding Doppler bins (indices) due to FFT’s circular
shift property.
With the use of eigenwaveform, it can be shown that the
probability of detection of each point in [3] is enhanced by
the number of L pulses.

















where Es, Eh, and Ex are the energy of convolution signal s,
target response h and transmit signal x.
Therefore, the detection performance here (not identifica-
tion) using eigenwaveform is much improved from traditional
wideband waveform. It is understandable in (18) that given
a fixed target to noise ratio (TRN) and probability of false
alarm, the detection performance of eigenwaveform is higher
than wideband waveform pulse. Another interesting point is
the detection curve is the function of maximum eigenvalue
and Eh.
B. Integrated Detection and Identification
Now, we propose an integrated detection and identification
method for a moving target with the use of RDM in a closed-
loop radar fashion while using the PWE-based adaptive wave-
forms. The steps used: a) to perform the integrated detection
and identification experiment, b) to describe the receiver signal
processing, and c) to formulate the adaptive waveform in this
closed-loop radar system are the following:
1. Assuming M possible extended targets, generate the nor-
malized eigenwaveform for each target hypothesis. Scale each
eigenwaveform with the square-root of the initial probability
assigned to each hypothesis and then form the first PWE-based
waveform.
2. For every L set of pulses, re-arrange the return from
the target scene to form a measurement matrix. Generate M
matched filters from all possible extended targets and apply
the filters to form the M set of Doppler filter banks to form
M RDMs.
3. Assume the discrete-version of the transmit waveform
is of length N . For each RDM, the sequence of length
(4N − 3) centered at the highest magnitude value is used
to calculate the likelihood for each target hypothesis. The
hypothesis corresponding to the true target should yield a
large peak because of the scaled eigenwaveform present in
the transmit waveform.
4. Calculate the probability weighted update (17) for M
possible targets and form the next transmit waveform by
incorporating the new weights.
5. Send the new transmit waveform and repeat the step 2
to 5 until the end of loop (number of transmissions specified
is met) or if any one of the hypothesis reaches the specified
probability threshold.
Fig. 4. Flow diagram/procedural steps for the integrated scheme
The steps in the procedure are illustrated in Fig. 4 and
identification performance of integrated scheme is shown in
Fig. 5.
In our simulation, four extended targets with different
responses are generated (M = 4) for illustration. For each
Monte Carlo run, one target is chosen to be the target present.
This target is given a Doppler shift to make it a moving target.
We illuminate the target with the initial waveform. Once the
measurement matrix is formed in step 2, M set of Doppler
filter banks are used to formM RDM. The peaks of each RDM
and its corresponding sequence are used to calculate the like-
lihood of each hypothesis which in turn are scaled to updated
the probability weights. The identification performance via
the integrated scheme are shown in Fig. 5. Again, MF-PWE
performs better than MAP-PWE and wideband waveform..
In summary, the integrated scheme utilizes several crucial
ideas to achieve the performance. They are: weighting of the
eigenwaveforms to form a transmit waveform, match-filtering
to improve the probability update process, cognitive closed-
loop radar design, multiple-pulse transmission for Doppler
purposes, and RDM techniques. It is a novel scheme capable
of detecting and identifying moving extended target.
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Fig. 5. Probability of identification of integrated scheme vs various iterations
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a matched filtered PWE scheme is proposed
to improve identification performance for extended target
identfication problem with the use of cognitive radar. The
PWE-based waveforms are combined with range-Doppler map
techniques to form an integrated detection and identification
scheme for moving target. The identification performance
comparisons of new schemes for MAP-PWE vs MF-PWE with
various number of waveform transmissions are presented. It is
clear that the MF-PWE is better than MAP-PWE in terms
of identification and superior than a non-adaptive wideband
waveform.
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